Reformists Main Enemy Within Ranks of Negro People

NOWELL CRITICIZES HIMSELF FOR VIEWS HE FORMERLY HELD

Admits His Mistakes Had Basis in Hangover from Petty Reformism—Admits Nazifaction—Accuses Godfrey of Opportunism

Sr. Daily Worker, New York, Saturday, February 2, 1935

BY WILLIAM NOWELL

NOWELL, last week, in an article in the New York Daily Worker, explained that as a result of his mistakes in his views on the Communist Party some years ago, he had been partially responsible for the defeat of the party in some sections of the country and for the loss of some important members. NOWELL said that his mistakes had been due to his belief in petty reformism as a means of achieving the objects of the party.

He admitted that his views had been based on a misunderstanding of the character of the party and its objectives. NOWELL said that he had been misled by the party's exaggerated claims for its power and influence and by its promises of rapid and certain results.

He also admitted that his views had been influenced by his desire for personal advancement in the party and his ambition to become a leading member.

NOWELL said that as a result of his mistakes he had been a hindrance to the party and had contributed to its decline. He said that he now realized that the party's objectives could only be achieved by the overthrow of the capitalist system and by the creation of a new society based on the principles of freedom, equality, and justice.
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